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Executive
Summary
This report shows all the information collected by ZAIUX. It contains
sensitive information about the security state of your network and therefore it
should not be visible by unauthorized users.
All the tests have been conducted respecting Pikered's code of ethics and no
hamrful code was executed during the penetration test.
The given scope was: 192.168.6.30-192.168.6.220
The exclusions were: None
The test has been conducted using a GREY-BOX methodology: ZAIUX has
been provided with valid network credentials in order to attempt a privilegeescalations within the network environment.
The attack has been conducted using the following user:
Eilish.Cain@contoso.local
Please note that even if ZAIUX was not able to compromise the entire
network, you may still have critical issues that must be fixed in order to
prevent possible data-breaches.
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Discovered
Nodes
The table below shows the top 10 most valuable nodes identified in your
environment while the charts shows a summary of the targets discovered by
ZAIUX during the initial enumeration phase, and the number of the
compromised nodes compared to the grand total.
Attack vectors will be calculated accordingly to the nodes' category.

IP Address

Hostname

Compromised

OS Family

Host Role

192.168.6.212

DC01

No

Windows

Domain Controller

192.168.6.214

WEB01

No

Windows

Windows Server

192.168.6.207

ACC01

Yes

Windows

Windows Server

192.168.6.213

SQL01

No

Windows

Windows SQL Server

192.168.6.216

WSUS01

Yes

Windows

Windows Server

192.168.6.215

RDS01

Yes

Windows

Windows Client

192.168.6.211

FILE01

No

Windows

Windows Client

192.168.6.54

CLIENT03

No

None

Windows Client

192.168.6.41

CLIENT01

No

None

Windows Client

192.168.6.49

CLIENT02

No

None

Windows Client
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Network
Behaviour Analysis
The following chart is a graphical representation of the network peaks usage
showing the number of active hosts throughout a day.
After the initial enumeration phase Zaiux performs a 24-hours sniffing task
which collects packets coming from the given scope. The collected packets
has been analyzed by a ML (Machine Learning) algorithm in order to calculate
the hosts' activity and schedule the attacks accordingly to their uptimes.
If you notice abnormal peaks outside the working hours, unrelated to known
activities, we strongly recommend further investigation as it could be the
indicator of a possible data-breach still in progress.
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Exploitation
Chain
The exploitation chain shows, in chronological order, the attack execution
timeline. The tables include all the following information: attack type, threat
severity, start and end time, impacted user and loots. For privacy reasons
credentials have been redacted.
The severity of a threat with value bigger than 9 is considered critical, from 7
to 8.9 high and medium if smaller than 7. All the attacks performed in the
exploitation chain will be better described in the Remediation Plan section,
each followed by the respective mitigation and detection actions.

ACCOUNT DISCOVERY
Execution Time: from 2021/August/27 - 13:27:08 to 2021/August/27 - 13:28:23
CVSS Score: 5.0
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.212
Impacted users:

- A new user has been identified: Lyra.Gardner@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Arya.Whyte@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Jadon.Harris@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: MSOL_70F60BD26BA3@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Anita.Paul@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Edith.Benjamin@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Jarrod.Clifford@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Franky.Mclean@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Sebastian.Thorne@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Accounting@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Eilish.Cain@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Regan.Peterson@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Phillip.Cortes@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Asher.Mclean@contoso.local
- A new user has been identified: Administrator@contoso.local

KERBEROASTING
Execution Time: from 2021/August/27 - 13:37:01 to 2021/August/27 - 13:37:02
CVSS Score: 7.5
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.212
Impacted users:

- Remote code execution via user: Eilish.Cain@contoso.local
- Got hash for user: Administrator@contoso.local
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WINDOWS MANAGEMENT
INSTRUMENTATION
Execution Time: from 2021/August/27 - 13:37:01 to 2021/August/27 - 13:37:04
CVSS Score: 9.2
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.216
Impacted users:

- Remote code execution via user: Eilish.Cain@contoso.local

Loot:

[*] SMBv3.0 dialect used
Windows IP Configuration
Ethernet adapter vEthernet 0:
Connection-specific DNS Suffix:
Link-local IPv6 Address. : fe80::4de6:81fb:5d84:abe5%2
IPv4 Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.6.216
Subnet mask. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 255.255.255.0
Default Gateway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.6.1
Media State. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : Media disconnected
Connection-specific DNS Suffix:

AS-REP ROASTING
Execution Time: from 2021/August/27 - 13:45:37 to 2021/August/27 - 13:45:38
CVSS Score: 7.5
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.212
Impacted users:

- Got hash for user: Lyra.Gardner@contoso.local

LSASS MEMORY
Execution Time:

from 2021/August/27 - 13:46:37 to 2021/August/27 - 13:46:44

CVSS Score: 8.1
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.212
Impacted users:

- Remote code execution via user: Eilish.Cain@contoso.local
- Got hash for user: Eilish.Cain@contoso.local
- Got hash for user: Dale.Welch@contoso.local
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PRINT NIGHTMARE
Execution Time:

from 2021/August/27 - 13:52:13 to 2021/August/27 - 13:52:14

CVSS Score: 10.0
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.215
Impacted users:

- Got cleartext password or valid NTLM hash for user: ZaiuxAdmin

Loot:

A new local admin 'ZaiuxAdmin' identified by the password 'Z41uxP1k3r3d!' has been created on the target. In
order to remove the user from the target system a manual cleanup is required by the end-user.
Steps:
1 - Login to the target computer and open a high-integrity cmd/powershell
2 - Type: 'net user ZaiuxAdmin /del'
3 - Type: 'net user ZaiuxAdmin' to verify that the user ZaiuxAdmin no longer exists

PRINT NIGHTMARE
Execution Time:

from 2021/August/27 - 13:52:14 to 2021/August/27 - 13:52:15

CVSS Score: 10.0
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.207
Impacted users:

- Got cleartext password or valid NTLM hash for user: ZaiuxAdmin

Loot:

A new local admin 'ZaiuxAdmin' identified by the password 'Z41uxP1k3r3d!' has been created on the target. In order
to remove the user from the target system a manual cleanup is required by the end-user.
Steps:
1 - Login to the target computer and open a high-integrity cmd/powershell
2 - Type: 'net user ZaiuxAdmin /del'
3 - Type: 'net user ZaiuxAdmin' to verify that the user ZaiuxAdmin no longer exists
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WINDOWS MANAGEMENT
INSTRUMENTATION
Execution Time:

from 2021/August/27 - 14:41:02 to 2021/August/27 - 14:41:05

CVSS Score: 9.2
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.207
Impacted users:

- Remote code execution via user: ZaiuxAdmin

Loot:

[*] SMBv3.0 dialect used
Windows IP Configuration
Ethernet adapter vEthernet 0:
Connection-specific DNS Suffix:
IPv4 Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.6.207
Subnet mask. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 255.255.255.0
Default Gateway. . . . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.6.1
Media State. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : Media disconnected
Connection-specific DNS Suffix:

WINDOWS MANAGEMENT
INSTRUMENTATION
Execution Time:

from 2021/August/27 - 14:41:02 to 2021/August/27 - 14:41:06

CVSS Score: 9.2
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.215
Impacted users:

- Remote code execution via user: ZaiuxAdmin

Loot:

[*] SMBv3.0 dialect used
Windows IP Configuration
Ethernet adapter vEthernet 0:
Connection-specific DNS Suffix:
Link-local IPv6 Address. : fe80::e182:22d6:fadd:e56a%13
IPv4 Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.6.215
Subnet mask. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 255.255.255.0
Default Gateway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.6.1
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LSASS MEMORY
Execution Time:

from 2021/August/27 - 14:46:31 to 2021/August/27 - 14:46:38

CVSS Score: 8.1
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.215
Impacted users:

- Remote code execution via user: ZaiuxAdmin
- Got hash for user: Asher.Mclean@contoso.local
- Got hash for user: Regan.Peterson@contoso.local
- Got hash for user: Phillip.Cortes@contoso.local
- Got hash for user: Edith.Benjamin@contoso.local
- Got hash for user: Jon.Wells@contoso.local
- Got hash for user: Sebastian.Thorne@contoso.local - Got hash for user: Lyra.Gardner@contoso.local

LSASS MEMORY
Execution Time:

from 2021/August/27 - 14:47:31 to 2021/August/27 - 14:47:37

CVSS Score: 8.1
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.207
Impacted users:

- Remote code execution via user: ZaiuxAdmin

PASSWORD SPRAYING
Execution Time:

from 2021/August/28 - 01:13:34 to 2021/August/28 - 01:13:34

CVSS Score: 8.1
Affected Nodes: 192.168.6.212
Impacted users:

- Got cleartext password or valid NTLM hash for user: Lyra.Gardner@contoso.local
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Remediation
Plan
Vulnerability descriptions and mitigations are based on MITRE ATT&CK© 2021
The MITRE Corporation. This work is reproduced and distributed with the
permission of The MITRE Corporation.
As shown in the Exploitation Chain section, a malicious actor could exploit any
of the following vulnerabilities in order to escalate privileges or perform several
lateral movement tactics. The following remediation plan is a general guideline
which describes the corrective actions which should be put in place in order to
reduce the attack surface and therefore the possibility of a data breach.

ACCOUNT DISCOVERY
Description: Adversaries may attempt to get a listing of accounts on a system or within an environment. This information can help
adversaries determine which accounts exist to aid in follow-on behavior.
Detection: System and network discovery techniques normally occur throughout an operation as an adversary learns the environment.
Data and events should not be viewed in isolation, but as part of a chain of behavior that could lead to other activities, such as Lateral
Movement, based on the information obtained. Monitor processes and command-line arguments for actions that could be taken to
gather system and network information. Remote access tools with built-in features may interact directly with the Windows API to gather
information. Information may also be acquired through Windows system management tools such as [Windows Management
Instrumentation](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1047) and [PowerShell](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/001). Monitor
for processes that can be used to enumerate user accounts, such as net.exe and net1.exe, especially when executed in quick
succession.(Citation: Elastic - Koadiac Detection with EQL)
Mitigation: Prevent administrator accounts from being enumerated when an application is elevating through UAC since it can lead to
the disclosure of account names. The Registry key is located HKLM\
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\CredUI\EnumerateAdministrators. It can be disabled through GPO: Computer
Configuration > [Policies] > Administrative Templates > Windows Components > Credential User Interface: E numerate administrator
accounts on elevation. (Citation: UCF STIG Elevation Account Enumeration) Identify unnecessary system utilities or potentially malicious
software that may be used to acquire information about system and domain accounts, and audit and/or block them by using
whitelisting (Citation: Beechey 2010) tools, like AppLocker, (Citation: Windows Commands JPCERT) (Citation: NSA MS AppLocker) or
Software Restriction Policies (Citation: Corio 2008) where appropriate. (Citation: TechNet Applocker vs SRP)
Reference:

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1087

KERBEROASTING
Description: Adversaries may abuse a valid Kerberos ticket-granting ticket (TGT) or sniff network traffic to obtain a ticket-granting
service (TGS) ticket that may be vulnerable to [Brute Force](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110).(Citation: Empire
InvokeKerberoast Oct 2016)(Citation: AdSecurity Cracking Kerberos Dec 2015) Service principal names (SPNs) are used to uniquely
identify each instance of a Windows service. To enable authentication, Kerberos requires that SPNs be associated with at least one
service logon account (an account specifically tasked with running a service(Citation: Microsoft Detecting Kerberoasting Feb
2018)).(Citation: Microsoft SPN)(Citation: Microsoft SetSPN)(Citation: SANS Attacking Kerberos Nov 2014)(Citation: Harmj0y Kerberoast
Nov 2016) Adversaries possessing a valid Kerberos ticket-granting ticket (TGT) may request one or more Kerberos ticket-granting service
(TGS) service tickets for any SPN from a domain controller (DC).(Citation: Empire InvokeKerberoast Oct 2016)(Citation: AdSecurity
Cracking Kerberos Dec 2015) Portions of these tickets may be encrypted with the RC4 algorithm, meaning the Kerberos 5 TGS-REP etype
23 hash of the service account associated with the SPN is used as the private key and is thus vulnerable to offline [Brute Force] (https://
attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110) attacks that may expose plaintext credentials.(Citation: AdSecurity Cracking Kerberos Dec
2015)(Citation: Empire InvokeKerberoast Oct 2016) (Citation: Harmj0y Kerberoast Nov 2016) This same attack could be executed using
service tickets captured from network traffic.(Citation: AdSecurity Cracking Kerberos Dec 2015) Cracked hashes may enable
[Persistence](https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0003), [Privilege Escalation] (https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0004), and [Lateral
Movement](https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0008) via access to [Valid Accounts] (https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/
T1078).(Citation: SANS Attacking Kerberos Nov 2014)
Detection: Enable Audit Kerberos Service Ticket Operations to log Kerberos TGS service ticket requests. Particularly investigate irregular
patterns of activity (ex: accounts making numerous requests, Event ID 4769, within a small time frame, especially if they also request RC4
encryption [Type 0x17]).(Citation: Microsoft Detecting Kerberoasting Feb 2018)(Citation: AdSecurity Cracking Kerberos Dec 2015)
Mitigation: Ensure strong password length (ideally 25+ characters) and complexity for service accounts and that these passwords
periodically expire. (Citation: AdSecurity Cracking Kerberos Dec 2015) Also consider using Group Managed Service Accounts or
another third party product such as password vaulting. (Citation: AdSecurity Cracking Kerberos Dec 2015) Limit service accounts to
minimal required privileges, including membership in privileged groups such as Domain Administrators. (Citation: AdSecurity
Cracking Kerberos Dec 2015) Enable AES Kerberos encryption (or another stronger encryption algorithm), rather than RC4, where
possible. (Citation: AdSecurity Cracking Kerberos Dec 2015)
Reference: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/003
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WINDOWS MANAGEMENT INSTRUMENTATION
Description: Adversaries may abuse Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) to achieve execution. WMI is a Windows
administration feature that provides a uniform environment for local and remote access to Windows system components. It relies on the
WMI service for local and remote access and the server message block (SMB) (Citation: Wikipedia SMB) and Remote Procedure Call
Service (RPCS) (Citation: TechNet RPC) for remote access. RPCS operates over port 135. (Citation: MSDN WMI) An adversary can use
WMI to interact with local and remote systems and use it as a means to perform many tactic functions, such as gathering information for
Discovery and remote Execution of files as part of Lateral Movement. (Citation: FireEye WMI SANS 2015) (Citation: FireEye WMI 2015)
Detection: Monitor network traffic for WMI connections; the use of WMI in environments that do not typically use WMI may be suspect.
Perform process monitoring to capture command-line arguments of "wmic" and detect commands that are used to perform remote
behavior. (Citation: FireEye WMI 2015)
Mitigation: None
Reference: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1047

AS-REP ROASTING
Description: Adversaries may reveal credentials of accounts that have disabled Kerberos preauthentication by [Password Cracking]
(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/002) Kerberos messages.(Citation: Harmj0y Roasting AS-REPs Jan 2017) Preauthentication
offers protection against offline [Password Cracking](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/002). When enabled, a user requesting
access to a resource initiates communication with the Domain Controller (DC) by sending an Authentication Server Request (AS-REQ)
message with a timestamp that is encrypted with the hash of their password. If and only if the DC is able to successfully decrypt the
timestamp with the hash of the userâ€TMs password, it will then send an Authentication Server Response (AS-REP) message that
contains the Ticket Granting Ticket (TGT) to the user. Part of the AS-REP message is signed with the userâ€TMs password.(Citation:
Microsoft Kerberos Preauth 2014) For each account found without preauthentication, an adversary may send an AS-REQ message
without the encrypted timestamp and receive an AS-REP message with TGT data which may be encrypted with an insecure algorithm
such as RC4. The recovered encrypted data may be vulnerable to offline [Password Cracking](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/
T1110/002) attacks similarly to [Kerberoasting](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/003) and expose plaintext credentials.
(Citation: Harmj0y Roasting AS-REPs Jan 2017)(Citation: Stealthbits Cracking AS-REP Roasting Jun 2019) An account registered to a
domain, with or without special privileges, can be abused to list all domain accounts that have preauthentication disabled by utilizing
Windows tools like [PowerShell] (https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/001) with an LDAP filter. Alternatively, the adversary may
send an AS-REQ message for each user. If the DC responds without errors, the account does not require preauthentication and the ASREP message will already contain the encrypted data. (Citation: Harmj0y Roasting AS-REPs Jan 2017)(Citation: Stealthbits Cracking ASREP Roasting Jun 2019) Cracked hashes may enable [Persistence](https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0003), [Privilege Escalation](https:/
/attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0004), and [Lateral Movement](https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0008) via access to [Valid Accounts]
(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1078).(Citation: SANS Attacking Kerberos Nov 2014)
Detection: Enable Audit Kerberos Service Ticket Operations to log Kerberos TGS service ticket requests. Particularly investigate irregular
patterns of activity (ex: accounts making numerous requests, Event ID 4768 and 4769, within a small time frame, especially if they also
request RC4 encryption [Type 0x17], pre- authentication not required [Type: 0x0]).(Citation: AdSecurity Cracking Kerberos Dec
2015)(Citation: Microsoft Detecting Kerberoasting Feb 2018)(Citation: Microsoft 4768 TGT 2017)
Mitigation: None
Reference: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/004

LSASS MEMORY
Description: Adversaries may attempt to access credential material stored in the process memory of the Local Security Authority
Subsystem Service (LSASS). After a user logs on, the system generates and stores a variety of credential materials in LSASS process
memory. These credential materials can be harvested by an administrative user or SYSTEM and used to conduct [Lateral
Movement](https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0008) using [Use Alternate Authentication Material] (https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/
T1550). As well as in-memory techniques, the LSASS process memory can be dumped from the target host and analyzed on a local
system. For example, on the target host use procdump: * procdump -ma lsass.exe lsass_dump Locally, mimikatz can be run using: *
sekurlsa::Minidump lsassdump.dmp * sekurlsa::logonPasswords Windows Security Support Provider (SSP) DLLs are loaded into LSSAS
process at system start. Once loaded into the LSA, SSP DLLs have access to encrypted and plaintext passwords that are stored in
Windows, such as any logged-on user's Domain password or smart card PINs. The SSP configuration is stored in two Registry keys:
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa\Security Packages and
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa\OSConfig\Security Packages. An adversary may modify these Registry keys to add new
SSPs, which will be loaded the next time the system boots, or when the AddSecurityPackage Windows API function is called.(Citation:
Graeber 2014) The following SSPs can be used to access credentials: * Msv: Interactive logons, batch logons, and service logons are
done through the MSV authentication package. * Wdigest: The Digest Authentication protocol is designed for use with Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) and Simple Authentication Security Layer (SASL) exchanges.(Citation: TechNet Blogs Credential Protection) * Kerberos:
Preferred for mutual client-server domain authentication in Windows 2000 and later. * CredSSP: Provides SSO and Network Level
Authentication for Remote Desktop Services.(Citation: TechNet Blogs Credential Protection)
Detection: Monitor for unexpected processes interacting with LSASS.exe.(Citation: Medium Detecting Attempts to Steal Passwords from
Memory) Common credential dumpers such as Mimikatz access LSASS.exe by opening the process, locating the LSA secrets key, and
decrypting the sections in memory where credential details are stored. Credential dumpers may also use methods for reflective [Process
Injection](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1055) to reduce potential indicators of malicious activity. On Windows 8.1 and Windows
Server 2012 R2, monitor Windows Logs for LSASS.exe creation to verify that LSASS started as a protected process. Monitor processes
and command-line arguments for program execution that may be indicative of credential dumping. Remote access tools may contain
built-in features or incorporate existing tools like Mimikatz. PowerShell scripts also exist that contain credential dumping functionality,
such as PowerSploit's Invoke-Mimikatz module,(Citation: Powersploit) which may require additional logging features to be configured in
the operating system to collect necessary information for analysis.
Mitigation: None
Reference: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003/001
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PASSWORD CRACKING
Description: Adversaries may use password cracking to attempt to recover usable credentials, such as plaintext passwords, when
credential material such as password hashes are obtained. [OS Credential Dumping](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003) is used
to obtain password hashes, this may only get an adversary so far when [Pass the Hash](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1550/002)
is not an option. Techniques to systematically guess the passwords used to compute hashes are available, or the adversary may use a
pre-computed rainbow table to crack hashes. Cracking hashes is usually done on adversary-controlled systems outside of the target
network.(Citation: Wikipedia Password cracking) The resulting plaintext password resulting from a successfully cracked hash may be
used to log into systems, resources, and services in which the account has access.
Detection: It is difficult to detect when hashes are cracked, since this is generally done outside the scope of the target network.
Consider focusing efforts on detecting other adversary behavior used to acquire credential materials, such as [OS Credential
Dumping](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003) or [Kerberoasting] (https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/003).
Mitigation: None
Reference: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/002

PRINT NIGHTMARE
Description: A remote code execution vulnerability exists when the Windows Print Spooler service improperly performs privileged file
operations. An attacker who successfully exploited this vulnerability could run arbitrary code with SYSTEM privileges. An attacker could
then install programs; view, change, or delete data; or create new accounts with full user rights.
Detection: https://msrc.microsoft.com/update-guide/vulnerability/CVE-2021-34527
Mitigation: https://msrc.microsoft.com/update-guide/vulnerability/CVE-2021-34527
Reference: https://attack.mitre.org/versions/v9/tactics/TA0004/

CREDENTIAL STUFFING
Description: Adversaries may use credentials obtained from breach dumps of unrelated accounts to gain access to target accounts
through credential overlap. Occasionally, large numbers of username and password pairs are dumped online when a website or service
is compromised and the user account credentials accessed. The information may be useful to an adversary attempting to compromise
accounts by taking advantage of the tendency for users to use the same passwords across personal and business accounts. Credential
stuffing is a risky option because it could cause numerous authentication failures and account lockouts, depending on the organization's
login failure policies. Typically, management services over commonly used ports are used when stuffing credentials. Commonly targeted
services include the following: * SSH (22/TCP) * Telnet (23/TCP) * FTP (21/TCP) * NetBIOS / SMB / Samba (139/TCP & 445/TCP) *
LDAP (389/TCP) * Kerberos (88/TCP) * RDP / Terminal Services (3389/TCP) * HTTP/HTTP Management Services (80/TCP & 443/TCP) *
MSSQL (1433/TCP) * Oracle (1521/TCP) * MySQL (3306/TCP) * VNC (5900/TCP) In addition to management services, adversaries may
"target single sign-on (SSO) and cloud-based applications utilizing federated authentication protocols," as well as externally facing email
applications, such as Office 365.(Citation: US-CERT TA18-068A 2018.
Detection: Monitor authentication logs for system and application login failures of [Valid Accounts](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/
T1078). If authentication failures are high, then there may be a brute force attempt to gain access to a system using legitimate
credentials.
Mitigation: None
Reference: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/004

REMOTE POTATO
Description: It abuses the DCOM activation service and trigger an NTLM authentication of any user currently logged on in the target
machine. It is required that a privileged user is logged on the same machine (e.g. a Domain Admin user). Once the NTLM type1 is
triggered we setup a cross protocol relay server that receive the privileged type1 message and relay it to a third resource by unpacking
the RPC protocol and packing the authentication over HTTP. On the receiving end you can setup a further relay node (eg. ntlmrelayx) or
relay directly to a privileged resource. RemotePotato0 also allows to grab and steal NTLMv2 hashes of every users logged on a machine.
Detection: https://labs.sentinelone.com/relaying-potatoes-dce-rpc-ntlm-relay-eop
Mitigation: https://labs.sentinelone.com/relaying-potatoes-dce-rpc-ntlm-relay-eop
Reference: https://attack.mitre.org/versions/v9/tactics/TA0004/
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LLMNR/NBT-NS POISONING
AND SMB RELAY
Description: By responding to LLMNR/NBT-NS network traffic, adversaries may spoof an authoritative source for name resolution to
force communication with an adversary controlled system. This activity may be used to collect or relay authentication materials. LinkLocal Multicast Name Resolution (LLMNR) and NetBIOS Name Service (NBT-NS) are Microsoft Windows components that serve as
alternate methods of host identification. LLMNR is based upon the Domain Name System (DNS) format and allows hosts on the same
local link to perform name resolution for other hosts. NBT-NS identifies systems on a local network by their NetBIOS name. (Citation:
Wikipedia LLMNR) (Citation: TechNet NetBIOS) Adversaries can spoof an authoritative source for name resolution on a victim network
by responding to LLMNR (UDP 5355)/NBT-NS (UDP 137) traffic as if they know the identity of the requested host, effectively poisoning
the service so that the victims will communicate with the adversary controlled system. If the requested host belongs to a resource that
requires identification/authentication, the username and NTLMv2 hash will then be sent to the adversary controlled system. The
adversary can then collect the hash information sent over the wire through tools that monitor the ports for traffic or through [Network
Sniffing](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1040) and crack the hashes offline through [Brute Force](https://attack.mitre.org/
techniques/T1110) to obtain the plaintext passwords. In some cases where an adversary has access to a system that is in the
authentication path between systems or when automated scans that use credentials attempt to authenticate to an adversary
controlled system, the NTLMv2 hashes can be intercepted and relayed to access and execute code against a target system. The relay
step can happen in conjunction with poisoning but may also be independent of it. (Citation: byt3bl33d3r NTLM Relaying)(Citation:
Secure Ideas SMB Relay) Several tools exist that can be used to poison name services within local networks such as NBNSpoof,
Metasploit, and [Responder] (https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0174). (Citation: GitHub NBNSpoof) (Citation: Rapid7 LLMNR Spoofer)
(Citation: GitHub Responder)
Detection: Monitor HKLM\Software\Policies\Microsoft\Windows NT\DNSClient for changes to the "EnableMulticast" DWORD value. A
value of â€œ0â€ indicates LLMNR is disabled. (Citation: Sternsecurity LLMNR-NBTNS) Monitor for traffic on ports UDP 5355 and UDP
137 if LLMNR/NetBIOS is disabled by security policy. Deploy an LLMNR/NBT-NS spoofing detection tool.(Citation: GitHub Conveigh)
Monitoring of Windows event logs for event IDs 4697 and 7045 may help in detecting successful relay techniques.(Citation: Secure
Ideas SMB Relay)
Mitigation: None
Reference: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1557/001

PASSWORD SPRAYING
Description: Adversaries may use a single or small list of commonly used passwords against many different accounts to attempt to
acquire valid account credentials. Password spraying uses one password (e.g. 'Password01'), or a small list of commonly used
passwords, that may match the complexity policy of the domain. Logins are attempted with that password against many different
accounts on a network to avoid account lockouts that would normally occur when brute forcing a single account with many passwords.
(Citation: BlackHillsInfosec Password Spraying) Typically, management services over commonly used ports are used when password
spraying. Commonly targeted services include the following: * SSH (22/TCP) * Telnet (23/TCP) * FTP (21/TCP) * NetBIOS / SMB /
Samba (139/TCP & 445/TCP) * LDAP (389/TCP) * Kerberos (88/TCP) * RDP / Terminal Services (3389/TCP) * HTTP/HTTP Management
Services (80/TCP & 443/TCP) * MSSQL (1433/TCP) * Oracle (1521/TCP) * MySQL (3306/TCP) * VNC (5900/TCP) In addition to
management services, adversaries may "target single sign-on (SSO) and cloud-based applications utilizing federated authentication
protocols," as well as externally facing email applications, such as Office 365.(Citation: US-CERT TA18-068A 2018) In default
environments, LDAP and Kerberos connection attempts are less likely to trigger events over SMB, which creates Windows "logon failure"
event ID 4625
Detection: Monitor authentication logs for system and application login failures of [Valid Accounts](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/
T1078). Specifically, monitor for many failed authentication attempts across various accounts that may result from password spraying
attempts. Consider the following event IDs:(Citation: Trimarc Detecting Password Spraying) * Domain Controllers: "Audit Logon"
(Success & Failure) for event ID 4625. * Domain Controllers: "Audit Kerberos Authentication Service" (Success & Failure) for event ID
4771. * All systems: "Audit Logon" (Success & Failure) for event ID 4648.
Mitigation: None
Reference: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/003
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